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Input: Multi-labeled Documents
Each document is tagged with multiple labels.
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Documents Multiple Labels

Output: Concept Hierarchy
1. Capturing the dependency among labels: using tree-structured hierarchy
2. Learning an interpretable topic hierarchy: associating

I Label: pre-defined word/phrase
I Topic: multinomial distribution over the vocabulary
I Concept = Label + Topic

Terrorism

intellig, intellig_commun, 
afghanistan, nation_intellig, 
guantanamo_bai, qaeda, 

central_intellig, detent, pakistan, 
interrog, defens_intellig, detaine, 

Int'l organizations & 
cooperation

export, arm_export, control_act, 
foreign_assist, cuba, 

defens_articl, foreign_countri, 
foreign_servic, export_administr, 

author_act, munit_list

International affairs

libya, unit_nation, intern_religi, 
bahrain, religi_freedom, 

religi_minor, freedom_act, africa, 
violenc, secur_council, 

benghazi, privileg_resolut, hostil, 

Foreign aid and 
international relief

fund_appropri, foreign_assist, 
remain_avail, regular_notif, 

intern_develop, relat_program, 
unit_nation, pakistan, 

foreign_oper, usaid, prior_act

International law and 
treaties

foreign_assist, intern_develop, 
vessel, foreign_countri, sanit, 

appropri_congression, 
develop_countri, violenc, girl, 

defens_articl, export

Europe

republ, belaru, turkei, nato, 
holocaust_survivor, north_atlant, 

holocaust, european_union, 
albania, jew, china, macedonia, 

treati_organ, albanian, greec

Middle East

syria, israel, iran, enterpris_fund, 
unit_nation, egypt, palestinian, 

cypru, tunisia, hezbollah, 
lebanon, republ, hama, syrian, 

violenc, weapon,

Latin America

border_protect, haiti, 
merchandis, evas, tariff_act, 
cover_merchandis, export, 

custom_territori, custom_enforc,, 
countervail_duti, intern_trade

Asia

china, vietnam, taiwan, republ, 
chines, sea, north_korea, 

tibetan, north_korean, refuge, 
south_china, intern_religi, tibet, 

enterpris, religi_freedom

Military operations and 
strategy

armi, air_forc, none, navi, 
addit_amount, control_act, 

emerg_deficit, fund_appropri, 
balanc_budget, terror_pursuant, 

transfer_author,marin_corp

Department of Defense

air_forc, militari_construct, 
author_act, armi, nation_defens, 

navi, militari_depart, aircraft, 
congression_defens, command, 

sexual_assault, activ_duti
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Hierarchy Structure
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Concept 

Label-to-Hierarchy (L2H): Learning an Interpretable Hierarchy from Multi-labeled Data

Creating label graph

Background

Health care
Health care 

coverage and 
access

Medicare

I Construct a complete weighted directed
graph G where each label is a node and the
edge weight is:
tHealth care→Medicare =

No. docs tagged with both Health care & Medicare

No. docs tagged with Medicare

I Add a Background node to the graph

Generating tree-structured hierarchy

Background

Health care

Health care 
coverage and 

access
Medicare

I Generate a spanning tree

p(T | G) =
∏

all edges (i→j)

ti→j

I Associate each node with a topic:{
φBackground ∼ Dir(βu)
φMedicare ∼ Dir(βφHealth care)

Generating documents
Given a document tagged with
labels Higher Education and
Medicare, define two label sets:

I Candidate set

I Complementary set

For each token

I Choose a label set using a
binary switching variable

I Draw a node from the chosen
set

I Draw a word type from the
node’s topic
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Defense
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L2H’s Generative Process
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1. Create label graph G and draw a spanning tree T from G
2. For each node k ∈ [1,K] in T

I If k is the root, draw background topic φk ∼ Dir(βu)

I Otherwise, draw topic φk ∼ Dir(βφσ(k)) where σ(k) is node k’s parent.

3. For each document d ∈ [1, D] having labels ld, define L0
d and L1

d using T and ld
I Draw θ0d ∼ Dir(L0

d × α) and θ1d ∼ Dir(L1
d × α)

I Draw a stochastic switching variable πd ∼ Beta(γ0, γ1)
I For each token n ∈ [1, Nd]

I Draw set indicator xd,n ∼ Bern(πd)
I Draw topic indicator zd,n ∼ Mult(θ

xd,n
d )

I Draw word wd,n ∼ Mult(φzd,n)

Posterior Inference: MCMC
Initialization: the hierarchy is initialized by the maximum spanning tree on G (Chu-Liu/Edmonds’ algorithm)

Gibbs sampling:

1. Sampling node assignment for each token: p(xd,n = i, zd,n = k |x−d,n, z−d,n, φ,Lid) ∝
C−d,nd,i + γi

C−d,nd,· + γ0 + γ1︸ ︷︷ ︸
p(label set)

× N−d,nd,k + α

C−d,nd,i + α|Lid|︸ ︷︷ ︸
p(node | set)

× φk,wd,n︸ ︷︷ ︸
p(word | node)

, where

{
Cd,i, no. tokens in d assigned to label set i
Nd,k, no. toekns in d assigned to node k

2. Sampling topic φ at each node: two passes over the hierarchy
I Bottom-up smoothing: estimate the counts propagated from children nodes m̃k using the maximal path assumption
I Top-down sampling: sample φk ∼ Dir(mk + m̃k + βφσ(k)) using the node’s actual counts mk, propagated counts from its

children m̃k and its parent’s topic φσ(k)

3. Updating tree structure: propose a new parent node for each node, reject if it
creates cycle, otherwise accept with Metropolis-Hastings probability

min
(
1, Q(i≺k)

Q(j≺k)
P (j≺k)
P (i≺k)

)
.

The proposal probability is proportional to the edge weight Q(i≺k)
Q(j≺k) =

ti,k
tj,k

and

P (j ≺ k)
P (i ≺ k)

=
tj,k

ti,k

∏
d∈D4k

p(zd | j ≺ k)
p(zd | i ≺ k)

p(xd | j ≺ k)
p(xd | i ≺ k)

p(wd | j ≺ k)
p(wd | i ≺ k)︸ ︷︷ ︸

for documents having tokens assigned to any node in subtree 4k rooted at k

K∏
l=1

p(φl | j ≺ k)
p(φl | i ≺ k)

i
k

j

root
Current hierarchy:

i is the parent of k (i    k)�

i
k

j

root
Proposal hierarchy:

j is the parent of k (j    k)�

Data
I Documents: Congressional bill text of

four Congresses (109th–112th) from
GovTrack.

I Labels: Each bill is labeled with
multiple issues by the Congressional
Research Service.
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Document Modeling
I Task: predicting words in held-out documents

I Evaluation: perplexity (lower is better)
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LDA L-LDA L2F L2H

with no label constraint, 
LDA achieves 
best perplexity 

soft assignments 
and hard assignments 

perform similarly

using the hierarchy 
improves significantly

LDA
Unsupervised 
topic model,

no label
constraint

Labeled-LDA 
(Ramage et al '09) one topic 

per label, flat structure,
hard assignment (i.e., document 
can only be generated from its 

fixed set of topics)

Label-to-Flat hierarchy
simplified version of L2H 
with a fixed flat hierarchy;
allows soft assignments 

in contrast to Labeled-LDA

Label-to-Hierarchy
Our proposed model

Multi-label Prediction
The hierarchy improves the performance on multi-label classification.
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I Task: predicting a set of labels for each test document

I Evaluation: Macro F1 and Micro F1

I Setup: using M3L–an efficient max-margin multi-label classifier
(Hariharan et al. 2012) to study the effectiveness of different sets of
features.

Features:

I tf: uses term frequency

I tf-idf: use tf-idf instead of raw frequency

I l-lda&tf-idf: combines Labeled LDA features with tf-idf

I l2h&tf-idf: combines L2H features with tf-idf
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